
Why Now is the Right Time to Invest in  
Self-Education, Consciousness, Enhanced 
Human Performance and Primordial Knowledge 
Navigating an Era of Complexity 

We are living in unprecedented times marked by complexity, ambiguity, and rapid change. 
As global disruptions in society, industries, nature, technology, and the economy continue 
to intensify, our traditional ways of thinking and operating are being challenged. To 
navigate this evolving landscape successfully, we need to cultivate a new level of 
readiness—one that is grounded in enhanced consciousness, human performance and 
primordial knowledge.


The Imperative of Consciousness 

Consciousness is more than just awareness; it is the key to unlocking our potential and 
adapting to the demands of a rapidly changing world. Investing in self-education and 
consciousness now is critical for several reasons:


	 1.	 Enhanced Human Performance: By understanding and harnessing the 
power of consciousness, we can optimize our mental, emotional, and physical capacities. 
This leads to improved decision-making, problem-solving, optimized productivity, 
creativity, and resilience in the face of challenges.

	 2.	 Holistic Adaptation: As the world changes, a holistic approach to 
adaptation is essential. Consciousness allows us to integrate various dimensions of our 
being—mind, body, heart, voice, emotions, purpose, vision, bliss, and spirit—enabling us 
to respond to transitions with agility and grace.

	 3.	 Sustainable Living: Consciousness fosters a deeper connection with nature 
and promotes sustainable living practices. By aligning our actions with natural principles, 
we can contribute to a more balanced, ethical and harmonious world.
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The Value of Primordial Knowledge 

Primordial knowledge, rooted in the timeless patterns and principles of nature, offers a 
powerful framework for personal and collective transformation. This ancient wisdom, 
combined with modern scientific understanding, provides tools and techniques that are 
crucial for thriving in an uncertain future. 


Primordial knowledge studied at the Matrix-Q Research Institute (Luis Daniel Maldonado 
Fonken, multidisciplinary research studies, expeditions, innovation projects 1993-2024+)  
serves as an holistic system, foundation for innovation, creativity, personal growth, 
entrepreneurship, ethical leadership and spiritual growth.


Primordial knowledge has served us to study fractal time, holistic data driven 
methodologies, accelerated gamified learning and coaching, new digital 
commodities,multidimensional awareness, quantum jumping, multiple worlds and 
simulation theories, holistic living, consciousness, and predictive algorithms.


Why Invest in Primordial Knowledge Now? 

	 1.	 Universal Language: Primordial geometry and patterns are a universal 
language that transcends cultural and temporal boundaries. By learning this language, we 
can integrate diverse traditions and wisdom into our lives without diluting their essence.


	 2.	 Resilience and Adaptability: Primordial knowledge equips us with the skills 
to cope, adapt, and respond to disruptions, uncertainties and time sensitive 
opportunities. It enhances our ability to navigate complexity with confidence and 
creativity. By realizing an enhanced human performance increase the chance of success.


	 3.	 Holistic Transformation: Engaging with primordial knowledge involves a 
comprehensive approach, utilizing a coordinated  body, heart, mind (subconscious mind) 
and voice; living our purpose, realizing our vision, following our bliss. This leads to 
profound and lasting transformation, preparing us for any future challenges.


Preparing for the Future: The Next 10-30 Years 

As we look ahead to the next decade and beyond, the pace of change is expected to 
accelerate. The following trends underscore the need for a foundation in consciousness, 
enhanced human performance, and primordial knowledge:


•	 Technological Advancements: Rapid technological developments will continue to 
disrupt industries and societies. A heightened state of consciousness will help us harness 
technology responsibly and ethically, leveraging human competencies that can not be 
displaced by emerging technologies.
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•	 Environmental Challenges: Climate change, resource depletion, and 
environmental degradation will demand innovative and sustainable solutions. Primordial 
knowledge can guide us in living in harmony with nature.

	 

•	 Economic Shifts: Economic volatility and transitions will require resilience and 
adaptability. Consciousness and enhanced human performance will enable us to navigate 
financial uncertainties with clarity and foresight.


•	 Social Dynamics: As social structures evolve, empathy, compassion, and strong 
human connections will be vital. Enhanced consciousness fosters these qualities, 
strengthening community bonds.


A Call to Action 
If you could create the foundation for advanced human performance, holistic adaptation, 
and sustainable living in just one season, wouldn’t you seize the opportunity? 


This summer presents the perfect time to invest in self-education: consciousness, 
enhanced human performance, and primordial knowledge. By doing so, you not only 
prepare yourself for the challenges of the immediate future but also lay the groundwork 
for a resilient and fulfilling life in the years to come.


Join us this summer to embark on this transformative journey. Together, we can build a 
conscious, knowledgeable, and resilient community ready to thrive in the complexities of 
our modern world. Invest in yourself now, and equip yourself with the essential assets and 
resources needed for any future we may face. Increase your capacity to enjoy of 
autonomy, self-sufficiency, holistic wealth and entrepreneurial freedoms.
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Join Us for a Transformative Summer 
Explore the Power of Consciousness, Enhanced 
Human Performance and Primordial Knowledge 
Embrace the Journey to Personal and Collective Transformation 

Welcome to a summer like no other. This season, we invite you to immerse yourself in an 
extraordinary program dedicated to exploring the depths of consciousness and primordial 
knowledge. Designed to enhance performance, improve quality of life, foster profound 
human connections, and cultivate a holistic, purpose-driven lifestyle, our program offers a 
unique blend of ancient wisdom and modern understanding.


Why Consciousness Matters 

In these complex and uncertain times, consciousness is our guiding light. It enables us to 
navigate the intricacies of modern life with clarity, purpose, and resilience. By enhancing 
our awareness, we can


•	 Boost Performance: Improve efficiency and effectiveness in personal and 
professional realms. Achieved an enhanced human performance capacity.

•	 Enhance Quality of Life: Promote mental clarity, emotional balance, and physical 
well-being. Realize a holistic and purpose driven lifestyle.

•	 Foster Human Connections: Enrich relationships through empathy and better 
communication. Build up a resilient and sustainable community.

•	 Live Purposefully: Align actions with values and goals for a more meaningful life. 
Realize your vision. Become!


Discover the Power of Primordial Knowledge 

Primordial knowledge taps into the timeless patterns of nature and the language of 
geometry. These foundational principles, when integrated with modern practices, offer 
profound tools for personal and collective growth. Our program focuses on:


•	 Holistic Practices: Harmonizing the body, emotions, mind, language (voice), 
frequencies, visualizations (vision), energy, and conscious breathing.

•	 Subconscious Alignment: Aligning the subconscious mind with a higher state of 
consciousness for accelerated growth.

•	 Community Building: Holing space for human connection. Creating a resilient and 
collaborative community that supports each member’s journey.
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Program Highlights 
Weekend Immersions 

Attend one or more days


Day 1: Community and Connection 
	 

•	 Workshops on leveraging consciousness for growth.

•	 Group activities, human connection, nature excursions, group coaching, 
meaningful conversations, celebrations, sound healing, and experiences.

•	 Handpan sound healing sessions to accelerate transformation through frequencies, 
sensory awareness and positive emotions.

•	 Future vision manifestation, aligning your purpose to take action daily


Day 2: Primordial Knowledge Boot Camp 

•	 Intensive training in primordial knowledge and holistic practices.

•	 Techniques for subconscious alignment and personal transformation.

•	 The training sessions of 20 sec, 10 min and 20 min with group practices of 40 min 
on Primordial Knowledge (Yoga, Enchantations, Dance, Sound, Breathing, Manifestation, 
Quantum Jumping, Thinking, Fractal Time, Meditation, Visualizations, Future Vision, Self-
Knowledge, Regeneration, Sexuality and Cocreativity, Life Journey Navigation, Self-
defense, Shadow Work, Generational & Family Legacy Alignment) and much more.


Weekday Activities 

Online Open House Events, Meetups & Community of Practice


•	 10-minute training sessions and Q&A opportunities for personalized assessments 
and program recommendations.

•	 HandPan sounds sessions and body awareness techniques

•	 Community of practice, daily sessions of 10-20 min

•	 Meetups, conversations and mastermind sessions


Weekday Activities 

Digital e-learning materials and subscriptions


•	 Workbooks, handbooks and journals 

•	 DIY guides

•	 e-Books

•	 Audio tracks, video lessons, podcast 

•	 Subscriptions to recorded audio and video content
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Special Offers and Membership Plans 
Early-Bird Subscriptions 

Full Summer Pass 
•	  €2000 (Early-Bird Discount, please contact us)

•	 Access to all weekend bootcamps and workshops (Venue fees not included).

•	 Eligible to receive certificates upon completion of the season.

•	 Option to take a test exam to join the academia as facilitators and apprentices 
without additional fees, to complete license program of 12 levels and 729 days.

•	 Includes all services of the full weekend and first day passes


Full Weekend Pass 
• 	 800€ (Early-Bird Discount, individual purchase only)

•	 Includes 2 years Membership, unlimited access to the Matrix-Q Community of 
practice sessions online

•	 Includes 3 Matrix-Q Assessment & Coaching sessions with Luis Daniel Maldonado 
Fonken (12 hours)

•	 Includes e-workbooks, e-books, handpan sounds, and invitations to online events


Fist Day Workshop Pass 
•	 €120 (Early-Bird Discount, individual purchase only)

•	 Access to the first day of workshops and community activities each weekend.


Standard Subscriptions 

•	 Full Summer Pass: €2500**

•	 Full Weekend Pass: €1000*

•	 First Day Workshop & Community Activities Pass: €150


“The available cash in a collective should never be a limitation for a resilient community to thrive”~ LDMF


*Community Pricing Model for the Full Weekend Pass only** 

•	 Individual Price: €1000

•	 Invite One Person: €500 each (2 attendees) Community Fee €1000

•	 Invite Two People: €450 each (3 attendees) Community Fee €1350

•	 Invite Three People: €400 each (4 attendees) Community Fee €1600

•	 Invite Four People: €350 each ( 5 attendees) Community Fee €1750

•	 Invite Five People: €300 each (6 attendees) Community Fee €1800

•	 Invite Six People: €250 each (8 attendees) Community Fee €2000


The more people you invite, the lower the cost per person, down to a minimum of €250 
each with sufficient participants, for a complete weekend, 2 days program.

This system allow us to welcome communities, networks, families, also coaches, and 
facilitators with their own communities, to join our extended network and community of 
members.  

(**) If you and your community are interested in a full season pass with a community 
pricing model, please contact us
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Reserve Your Spot for Fall 
Can’t join us this summer? 


Secure your place for the Fall season with a pre-registration subscription. This ensures 
your access to our next program cycle, available exclusively to summer participants and 
pre-registrants.


•	 Full Fall Pass: €2000 (Early-Bird Discount, please contact us)**

•	 Access to all weekend bootcamps and workshops (Venue fees not included).

•	 Eligible to receive certificates upon completion of the season.

•	 Option to take a test exam to join the academia as facilitators and apprentices 
without additional fees, to complete license program of 12 levels and 729 days.

•	 Includes all services of the full weekend and first day passes


(**) If you and your community are interested in a full season pass with a community 
pricing model, please contact us.


Join Us 
Embrace consciousness and primordial knowledge this summer and discover how 
ancient wisdom can transform your life. Our program is accessible, inclusive, and 
designed to foster a resilient, purpose-driven community. Secure your place today and 
embark on a path of holistic transformation and collective growth.


Visit our website www.matrix-q.studio  (or write us an email welcome@matrix-q.studio or 
a WhatsApp message at +31626673380 or fill out the Mailchimp form) to register and 
start your journey with us. 


Let’s build a brighter, more conscious future together.
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The Power of Primordial Knowledge:  
Geometry, Frequency, and Light 
In a world where ancient wisdom meets modern understanding, primordial knowledge 
offers a transformative path to personal and collective growth. Rooted in the patterns of 
nature and the language of geometry, primordial knowledge provides a unique framework 
for integrating holistic systems of knowledge while respecting their pure origins and 
traditions.


The Foundations of Primordial Knowledge 

Primordial Geometry and Natural Patterns 
At the heart of primordial knowledge lies primordial geometry—the timeless patterns we 
observe in nature. From the spirals of galaxies to the symmetry of flowers, these 
geometric codes serve as a universal language of form, frequency, and light. This 
metaphoric language allows us to translate and represent any holistic system of 
knowledge, method, or technique. By tapping into these natural patterns, we can decode 
and integrate wisdom from diverse traditions without mixing or overlapping, ensuring that 
each system retains its integrity and purity.


The Language of Frequency and Light 
Primordial geometry is not just about shapes; it encompasses the frequencies and light 
patterns that permeate our universe. These elements act as carriers of information, 
bridging the gap between ancient knowledge and modern practices. By understanding 
and working with these frequencies, we can access a deeper level of consciousness and 
holistic transformation.


Holistic Transformation Through Primordial Knowledge 

Body, Heart, Mind & Voice 
Primordial knowledge is acquired through the harmonious use of the body, heart, mind 
(subconscious mind) & human voice. This approach emphasizes conscious effort and 
engagement with various transformative tools and practices:


•	 Frequencies and Tones: Utilizing sound and vibrations to resonate with the body’s 
natural rhythms and promote healing and balance.

•	 Body Movements: Engaging in physical practices that align with natural 
geometrical patterns, enhancing physical and energetic flow.

•	 Emotions and Language: Cultivating positive emotions and using language 
(voice) as a tool for transformation and connection.

•	 Visualizations and Geometrical Movements: Employing mental imagery and 
physical movements based on natural principles to foster growth and change.

•	 Nature-Inspired Algorithms: Applying principles derived from nature to develop 
thinking tools and strategies for personal and collective advancement.


“ An algorithm is nothing else but a sequence of steps designed to create a process and 
complete an outcome “ ~ LDMF
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Integrating Holistic Systems 

The beauty of primordial knowledge lies in its ability to utilize the mathematics, patterns 
of nature, principle, cycle,s rhythms and laws of nature, to enable personal growth and 
spiritual growth. 


The same knowledge is utilized to create tools, methods, skills, competencies, 
techniques, algorithms, holistic data, systems, holistic technology, and innovations.


As a language, primordial geometry and mathematics, help us to study and represent 
integral wisdom from various traditions. By respecting each tradition’s origins and 
maintaining their purity, we can build a robust and inclusive framework that benefits from 
the richness of diverse perspectives. 


Because of its mathematical nature, able to represent and measure qualities, traits and 
value of organic, human, and cosmological nature, it aligns to modern science and 
technology innovation.


This integrative approach supports:


•	 Nervous System Optimization: Techniques to enhance the function and resilience 
of our nervous system.

•	 Human Connection: Practices that strengthen our capacity for empathy, 
communication, and collaboration.

•	 Spiritual Alignment: Methods to align our actions and intentions with our spiritual 
goals and higher purpose.

•	 Emotional Intelligence: Cultivating compassion, gratitude, self-love, joy, care, and 
appreciation for oneself and others.

•	 Time Awareness: Cultivating the capacity to navigate time utilizing our 
consciousness, positive emotions and fractal time methods

•	 Quantum Jumping: Developing self knowledge and self realization by cultivating a 
positive relationship with our multidimensional nature

•	 Understanding: To harness powerful tools and knowledge derived from the 
quantum nature of all that is, multiple worlds and simulations theories

•	 Shadow Work: Navigating ancestral and family legacy with a new encoded 
language based on nature principles and systemic timeless reading

•	 Transformational Journey: Navigating transition, change, complexity, ambiguity, 
uncertainty, external barriers, disruptions, and time sensitive opportunities with ease

•	 Purpose Quest: Alignment to your heart, life journey, bliss, and purpose. Exploring 
a primordial alignment to most essential daily life lessons that life, the ultimate master, 
creates for you

•	 Consciousness Enhancement: To enable an advanced human performance.
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Building a Resilient Community 

From Individual Growth to Collective Consciousness 

The journey of primordial knowledge begins with individual transformation but ultimately 
aims to foster a resilient and collaborative community. By focusing on personal growth 
and holistic practices, we create a foundation for collective consciousness. This organic 
and collective effort accelerates our individual journeys and contributes to the greater 
good.


Path to Accelerated Transformation 

•	 Personal Growth: Each participant’s journey starts with self-awareness and 
transformation, supported by the holistic practices of primordial knowledge.


•	 Collective Effort: As individuals grow, their contributions to the community 
enhance the collective consciousness, creating a synergistic effect that boosts everyone’s 
progress.


•	 Community Resilience: By building strong, interconnected relationships, we 
create a resilient community capable of thriving in the face of challenges and 
uncertainties.


Join the Primordial Knowledge Journey 

Embrace the power of primordial knowledge this summer and discover how ancient 
geometry, frequencies, and light can transform your life. 


Our program offers a comprehensive knowledge based on geometry, human nature, 
sound and frequency, light, wave, heart, voice, purpose, vision and consciousness.


In our community we host a  respectful integration of diverse traditions, fostering a 
community built on mutual respect, collaboration, and holistic growth.


By participating in our workshops and bootcamps, you will not only embark on a path of 
personal transformation but also contribute to the creation of a resilient, purpose-driven 
community. Together, we can navigate the complexities of modern life with clarity, 
compassion, and collective strength.


For more information and to register, visit our website and secure your place in this 
transformative journey.


Visit our website www.matrix-q.studio  (or write us an email welcome@matrix-q.studio or 
a WhatsApp message at +31626673380 or fill out the Mailchimp form) to register and 
start your journey with us. 


Let’s build a brighter, more conscious future together.
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Summer of Consciousness 
Embracing Consciousness: A Transformative Summer Program 

In an era marked by complexity, rapid change, and uncertainty, consciousness stands as 
a beacon of clarity and resilience. This summer, we invite you to join us in an immersive 
journey that explores the depths of consciousness, and primordial knowledge. Our 
program is designed to enhance your performance, improve quality of life, foster profound 
human connections, and cultivate a holistic, purpose-driven lifestyle.


The Importance of Consciousness in Complex Times 

Consciousness is more than a state of awareness; it is a transformative tool that enables 
individuals to navigate the intricacies of modern life with poise and purpose. In these 
challenging times, understanding and harnessing consciousness can lead to:


1.	 Enhanced Human Performance: By being more aware of our thoughts, emotions, 
and actions, we can improve our efficiency and effectiveness in both personal and 
professional realms.	

2.	 Improved Quality of Life: Conscious living promotes mental clarity, emotional 
balance, and physical well-being, leading to a more fulfilling and healthier life.

3.	 Stronger Human Connections: A deeper understanding of oneself fosters 
empathy and better communication, enriching our relationships with others.	 

4.	 Purpose-Driven Living: Consciousness helps align our actions with our values 
and goals, driving us towards a more meaningful and purpose-driven existence.


Themes and Goals 

•	 Consciousness and Performance: Explore how consciousness can improve 
human performance and quality of life.

•	 Future Preparedness: Equip yourself with the tools to face the next 30 years of 
challenges, transitions, and complexities.

•	 Community Building: Experience the power of consciousness in fostering resilient 
and collaborative communities.

•	 Accessibility: Ensure that financial constraints are not a barrier to participation, 
promoting inclusivity and community growth.


We are opening our doors to facilitators, coaches, and trainers from around the world to 
join us in creating an expanded network of collaboration and consciousness. Together, we 
will demonstrate the importance of consciousness for building resilient communities and 
thriving through collaboration.


This summer is dedicated to consciousness—its role in enhancing human 
performance, preparing us for future challenges, and fostering strong, resilient 
communities. With the integration of a coordinated body-mind-heart-voice, purpose 
and vision, utilizing handpan sounds, frequencies, and positive emotions, we aim to 
create a profound and accelerated journey of transformation. We welcome you to 
be a part of this transformative experience.
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